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ABSTRACT
Debate over the planet occurrence rates around intermediate-mass stars has hinged on the
accurate determination of masses of evolved stars, and has been exacerbated by a paucity of
reliable, directly measured fundamental properties for these stars. We present long-baseline
optical interferometry of five evolved intermediate-mass (∼ 1.5 M) planet-hosting stars us-
ing the PAVO beam combiner at the CHARA Array, which we combine with bolometric flux
measurements and parallaxes to determine their radii and effective temperatures. We measured
the radii and effective temperatures of 6 Lyncis (5.12 ± 0.16 R, 4949 ± 58 K), 24 Sextantis
(5.49 ± 0.18 R, 4908 ± 65 K), κ Coronae Borealis (4.77 ± 0.07 R, 4870 ± 47 K), HR 6817
(4.45 ± 0.08 R, 5013 ± 59 K), and HR 8461 (4.91 ± 0.12 R, 4950 ± 68 K). We find dis-
agreements of typically 15 per cent in angular diameter and ∼200 K in temperature compared
to interferometric measurements in the literature, yet good agreement with spectroscopic and
photometric temperatures, concluding that the previous interferometric measurements may
have been affected by systematic errors exceeding their formal uncertainties. Modelling based
on BaSTI isochrones using various sets of asteroseismic, spectroscopic, and interferometric
constraints tends to favour slightly (∼15 per cent) lower masses than generally reported in the
literature.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Planet occurrence rates as a function of host star properties are
of key interest to interpret exoplanet demographics and constrain
planet formation scenarios. In particular, a correlation between gas-
giant planet occurrence and stellar mass (Johnson et al. 2010), and
the preference for small planets around cooler stars (Howard et al.
2010; Latham et al. 2010) have been interpreted as evidence for the

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core-accretion scenario as the dominant mechanism of planet forma-
tion. However, traditional planet detection methods, such as radial
velocities and transits, become insensitive for intermediate-mass
main-sequence stars due to rapid rotation and pulsations. While
pulsation timings have recently been used to detect a planet around
a main-sequence A star (Murphy, Bedding & Shibahashi 2016), and
several exoplanets transiting main-sequence A stars have now been
discovered (e.g. Collier Cameron et al. 2010; Hartman et al. 2015;
Morton et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2016; Gaudi et al. 2017), the majority
of constraints for planet occurrence rates in intermediate-mass stars
still rely on Doppler searches around evolved G- and K-type sub-
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giants and giants, sometimes referred to as ‘retired A stars’ (Frink
et al. 2002; Hatzes et al. 2003; Sato et al. 2003; Johnson et al. 2007;
Niedzielski et al. 2007).
The difficulty of measuring masses for such evolved stars from
spectroscopy and stellar isochrones has led to a debate over the re-
ality of the correlation between planet occurrence and stellar mass
for gas-giant planets (e.g. Lloyd 2011; Johnson, Morton & Wright
2013; Schlaufman & Winn 2013). While recent studies focused on
asteroseismology as a way to independently test ‘spectroscopic’
masses (Ghezzi & Johnson 2015; Campante et al. 2017; North
et al. 2017; Stello et al. 2017), accurate effective temperatures and
radii from long-baseline interferometry play a key role for resolv-
ing the model-dependent systematic errors. A number of bright
intermediate-mass giants have both detected solar-like oscillations
and interferometric measurements, including Pollux (Mozurkewich
et al. 2003; Hatzes et al. 2012), ι Dra (Zechmeister et al. 2008;
Baines et al. 2011), ξ Hya (Frandsen et al. 2002; Thévenin et al.
2005), ε Oph (Barban et al. 2007; Mazumdar et al. 2009), and
HD 185351 (Johnson et al. 2014), allowing for mass to be inferred
independent from spectroscopy. In the case of HD 185351, the ex-
tra asteroseismic information provided by Kepler photometric mea-
surements, in conjunction with interferometry and high-resolution
spectroscopy has allowed for excellent tests of stellar evolutionary
models (Hjørringgaard et al. 2017). Additional examples of evolved
planet hosts are required to test whether these results are systematic.
A related debate surrounds the accuracy of interferometric angu-
lar diameters themselves. While interferometry is often considered
as the ‘ground-truth’, it is important to realize that interferomet-
ric visibilities can be affected by strong systematic errors due to
assumed calibrator sizes, wavelength scales, and limb-darkening
corrections. Such differences can have a significant impact on the
calibration of effective temperatures scales. For example, system-
atic differences between photometric temperatures from the infrared
flux method and CHARA K
′
-band diameters have been noted for
angular sizes 1 mas (Casagrande et al. 2014), and smaller diam-
eters measured in H band showed better agreement (Huang et al.
2015). Since calibration errors are more severe for smaller angu-
lar diameters (corresponding to more unresolved sources, given a
fixed baseline and wavelength), this indicates that some diameters
measured with long baseline optical interferometry may be affected
by systematic errors. Understanding (and correcting) such system-
atic errors is critical to establishing fundamental temperature scales,
and thus also to settling the debate over the masses of evolved stars.
Astrophysical phenomena, including starspots (e.g. Roettenbacher
et al. 2016; Richichi et al. 2017) and unresolved companions, may
also affect angular diameter measurements.
A solar metallicity F0 star has a main-sequence mass of
∼ 1.66 M, while an A star has a (model- and metallicity-
dependent) mass range of ∼ 1.7–2.4 M (Gray 2005). Rather than
focusing on the semantics of this definition, in this paper we will
simply focus on measurements of stars that have been included
in samples of so-called retired A stars. We present optical long-
baseline interferometry of five suspected retired A stars (6 Lyn,
24 Sex, κ CrB, HR 6817, and HR 8461) to measure accurate ef-
fective temperatures and radii, and explore systematic errors in
interferometric angular diameters. Additionally, we present model-
dependent masses derived from various sets of interferometric, spec-
troscopic, and asteroseismic constraints.
Each of our targets hosts a confirmed exoplanet as part of the
original retired A star sample (Johnson et al. 2007, 2008, 2011;
Sato et al. 2008). Properties of the stars from the literature are
given in Table 1. Four of the targets also have previously published
interferometric angular diameters, mostly using near-infrared mea-
surements from the Classic beam combiner at the CHARA Array
(Baines et al. 2009, 2010; von Braun et al. 2014), but also with mea-
surements at visible wavelengths with the VEGA beam combiner at
the CHARA Array (Ligi et al. 2016) and NPOI (Baines, Armstrong
& van Belle 2013). Stello et al. (2017) have recently presented aster-
oseismic detections for three of these targets amongst others, using
the Hertzsprung SONG telescope (Grundahl et al. 2017).
2 O BSERVATI ONS
2.1 PAVO interferometry
We made interferometric observations with the PAVO beam com-
biner (Ireland et al. 2008) at the CHARA Array at Mount Wilson
Observatory, California (ten Brummelaar et al. 2005). The CHARA
Array consists of six 1-m telescopes in a Y-shaped configuration,
with baselines ranging from 34 to 331 m. PAVO, one of several
beam combiners operating at CHARA, is a pupil-plane combiner
that operates at visible wavelengths (∼600–800 nm), with a limiting
magnitude in typical seeing conditions of R ∼ 8 mag. PAVO may
combine light from two or three telescopes, although calibration of
the fringe visibilities is more robust when operating in two-telescope
mode.
Observations were made over several observing seasons; a sum-
mary is given in Table 2. Instrumental and atmospheric effects com-
bine to cause raw fringe visibility measurements to be significantly
lower than the true visibility, necessitating calibration. To do this,
calibration stars with reasonably well-known sizes are observed. To
minimize the impact of errors in calibrator diameter sizes, these
calibrator stars need to be as unresolved by the interferometer as
possible, and several calibrator stars are used for each target. Addi-
tionally, to minimize the effects of spatial and temporal variations
in the system visibility, they should be observed as closely as pos-
sible to the target, that is within 10◦, and immediately before and
after an observation of a target. Observations were conducted in
the sequence calibrator 1–target–calibrator 2, with 2 min of visi-
bility measurements made for each star. Including slewing, such a
sequence typically takes 15 min.
The list of the calibrator stars we have used is given in Table 3.
Calibrator angular diameter sizes were estimated from the (V − K)
surface brightness relation of Boyajian, van Belle & von Braun
(2014). Magnitudes in V band were taken from the Tycho-2 cat-
alogue (Høg et al. 2000) and converted into the Johnson system
using the calibration by Bessell (2000), while those in K band were
taken from the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006). Reddening
was estimated using the dust map of Green et al. (2015). Finally,
the diameters were corrected for limb darkening to determine their
corresponding R-band uniform disc diameter.
Raw observations were reduced to produce calibrated visibilities
using the PAVO reduction software, which has been well-tested and
used for multiple studies (e.g. Bazot et al. 2011; Derekas et al. 2011;
Huber et al. 2012; Maestro et al. 2013).
2.2 Spectrophotometry and bolometric fluxes
To determine interferometric effective temperatures, the measured
angular diameters must be combined with a measurement of the
bolometric flux at Earth (Fbol):
Teff =
(
4Fbol
σθ2LD
)1/4
, (1)
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Table 1. Stellar properties from the literature.
Star HD Sp. type Teff log(g) [Fe/H] Mass Ref. Parallaxa
(K) (dex) (dex) M (mas)
6 Lyn 45410 K0 III–IV 4938 ± 25 3.19 ± 0.03 +0.01 ± 0.01 1.44 ± 0.14 Brewer et al. (2016) 17.92 ± 0.47
24 Sex 90043 G5 IV 5069 ± 62 3.40 ± 0.13 −0.01 ± 0.05 1.81 ± 0.08 Mortier et al. (2013) 12.91 ± 0.38
κ CrB 142091 K0 III–IV 4876 ± 46 3.15 ± 0.14 +0.13 ± 0.03 1.58 ± 0.08 Mortier et al. (2013) 32.79 ± 0.21
HR 6817 167042 K1 III 5028 ± 53 3.35 ± 0.18 +0.03 ± 0.04 1.63 ± 0.06 Mortier et al. (2013) 19.91 ± 0.26
HR 8461 210702 K1 III 5000 ± 44 3.36 ± 0.08 +0.04 ± 0.03 1.71 ± 0.06 Mortier et al. (2013) 18.20 ± 0.39
aParallax values from van Leeuwen (2007).
Table 2. Log of PAVO interferometric observations.
UT date Baselinea Target No. scans Cal.b
2012 Sept 7 W1W2 HR 8461 3 mno
S2W2 6 Lyn 2 bc
2013 July 6 E2W2 HR 8461 3 mno
2013 July 7 W1W2 HR 6817 3 jk
2013 July 8 E2W2 HR 6817 3 jkl
HR 8461 3 mno
2013 July 9 E2W2 HR 6817 3 jk
2014 Feb 21 E2W2 24 Sex 2 ef
2014 Apr 6 W1W2 κ CrB 1 gh
2014 Apr 8 E2W1 24 Sex 3 ef
2014 Nov 9 S1W2 6 Lyn 4 bd
2014 Nov 10 E2W2 6 Lyn 4 ad
2015 Apr 4 W1W2 κ CrB 5 i
aThe baselines used have the following lengths: W1W2, 107.92 m; E2W2,
156.27 m; S1W2, 210.97 m.
bRefer to Table 3 for details of the calibrators used.
Table 3. Calibration stars used for observations.
HD Sp. type V K E(B − V) θUD,R ID
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mas)
38129 A0 6.795 6.440 0.114 0.173(9) a
40626 B9.5 IV 6.043 6.106 0.016 0.195(10) b
46294 A0 6.840 6.594 0.022 0.163(8) c
46590 A2 V 5.873 5.799 0.008 0.230(12) d
85504 A0
III/IV
6.015 6.020 0.015 0.205(10) e
90763 A0 V 6.041 5.937 0.005 0.217(11) f
138341 A4 IV 6.456 5.810 0.006 0.248(12) g
144206 B9 III 4.720 4.880 0.004 0.341(17) h
144359 A0 6.774 6.481 0.011 0.172(9) i
161693 A2 V 5.751 5.585 0.017 0.257(13) j
169885 A3m 6.352 5.955 0.005 0.223(11) k
173664 A2 IV 6.194 5.806 0.009 0.238(12) l
208108 A0 Vs 5.680 5.631 0.009 0.248(12) m
209459 B9.5 V 5.828 5.882 0.043 0.216(11) n
214203 A1 III 6.428 6.336 0.016 0.180(9) o
where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and θLD is the measured
angular diameter after correction for limb darkening.
To obtain Fbol measurements we acquired optical spectra for our
targets with the SuperNova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS;
Aldering et al. 2002; Lantz et al. 2004), operating at the Univer-
sity of Hawai‘i 2.2-m telescope on Maunakea. SNIFS provides
low-resolution (R  1000) spectra between 320 and 970 nm, with
excellent spectrophotometric precision. All targets were observed
on 2017 April 8 and 9 under clear conditions. Since these targets
are quite bright, the SNR exceeded 400 around 6000 Å (per pixel)
for each target. However, in this high-SNR regime, bolometric flux
determinations are limited primarily by the spectrophotometric cal-
ibration (1–2 per cent; Mann, Gaidos & Ansdell 2013).
Bolometric fluxes were computed by integrating over absolutely
flux calibrated spectra, built primarily from our optical spectra and
NIR templates from the Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) Cool
Stars library (Rayner, Cushing & Vacca 2009). For κ CrB we used an
optical spectrum from Hubble’s Next Generation Spectral Library
(NGSL, Heap & Lindler 2007), which is more precise and has better
wavelength coverage than the SNIFS spectra.
We joined and calibrated the optical and NIR spectra following
the procedure from Mann et al. (2015), which we briefly summa-
rize here. For each target, we downloaded published optical and NIR
photometry from the Two-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrut-
skie et al. 2006), Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000), Hipparcos (van Leeuwen
et al. 1997), the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (Wright et al.
2010), and The General Catalogue of Photometric Data (Mermil-
liod, Mermilliod & Hauck 1997). We computed synthetic magni-
tudes from each spectrum using the appropriate filter profile and
zero-point (Cohen, Wheaton & Megeath 2003; Jarrett et al. 2011;
Mann & von Braun 2015). We replaced regions of high-telluric
contamination and those not covered by our spectra (e.g. beyond
2.4μm) with a best-fitting atmospheric model from the BT-SETTL
grid (Allard, Homeier & Freytag 2011). The spectra were scaled to
match the photometry, using the overlapping NIR and optical spec-
tra (0.8–0.95 μm) as an additional constraint. We show an example
calibrated spectrum in Fig. 1.
Uncertainties were computed by repeating the process for each
star, varying input parameters with random and correlated errors
(e.g. flux calibration, filter zero-points, and profiles), then recomput-
ing Fbol each time. Uncertainties in the zero-points and filter profiles
for Tycho and Hipparcos photometry amount to about 2 per cent,
with similar zero-point uncertainties for the other photometry. The
Hipparcos and Tycho calibration, built on STIS spectra from NGSL
(Heap & Lindler 2007), is accurate to 0.5 per cent (Mann & von
Braun 2015).
Except for κ CrB, which has a NIR spectrum in the IRTF library,
we used other IRTF library templates of similar spectral type to
approximate the true NIR spectrum. We also explored uncertain-
ties due to template choice by re-joining the spectra and computing
Fbol with any template from the IRTF library within two spectral–
spectral subtypes of the target. Resulting uncertainties in Fbol are
generally small (2–5 per cent), owing to the wealth of optical pho-
tometry available for these stars, and the comparatively low flux in
the NIR, where the spectral shape is most uncertain.
We have additionally derived estimates for Fbol from bolometric
corrections determined from MARCS model atmospheres fluxes
(Gustafsson et al. 2008) by Casagrande & VandenBerg (2018). We
used the bolometric corrections for Hipparcos (ESA 1997) and
Tycho-2 photometry (Høg et al. 2000) at the spectroscopic Teff,
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Figure 1. Flux-calibrated spectrum of 6 Lyn, from which we compute Fbol.
Black data show the empirical spectra from SNIFS in the optical, and the
IRTF library in the NIR. Grey regions indicate areas of high telluric contam-
ination or beyond the reach of our empirical spectra, which we have filled in
using atmospheric models. Red points are literature photometry, with error
bars in the Y-axis indicating reported measurement uncertainties, and errors
in the X-axis indicating the effective width of the filter. Synthetic photometry
computed from the displayed spectrum is shown as blue points. Estimated
residuals (observed – synthetic photometry) are shown in the bottom panel
in units of standard deviations. Equivalent figures for the other stars in our
sample are provided in Appendix A.
log(g), and [Fe/H] given in Table 1. We assumed zero reddening
because the stars are all nearby. Uncertainties were computed from
Monte Carlo simulations with the reported spectroscopic and photo-
metric uncertainties. These uncertainties do not account for possible
deficiencies in MARCS synthetic fluxes, but extensive comparisons
with observations usually validate them at the level of a few per
cent (Casagrande & VandenBerg 2018). The final bolometric flux,
denoted Fbol,MARCS in Table 4, was determined from a weighted
average across the values from the Hipparcos, and Tycho BT and VT
magnitudes.
While we adopted the bolometric fluxes as determined above
from spectrophotometry (Fbol,sp) for our final values here because
they have less model dependence, the MARCS fluxes may be ap-
plied more readily for other stars, and so it is instructive to see how
well they compare. We generally find excellent agreement, except
for HR 6817, for which Fbol,MARCS is smaller by 2.7σ .
An alternative estimation of Fbol may be made from a calibration
of Tycho-2 photometry, which has been built upon a sample of
stars for which the infrared flux method (IRFM) has been applied
(Casagrande, Portinari & Flynn 2006; Casagrande et al. 2010). This
sample is dominated by main-sequence stars, and the few giants in
the sample also tend to be metal-poor. Additionally, the relations
have a dependence on magnitude, and bright stars were saturated
in the calibration sample. For these reasons, we do not expect the
bolometric fluxes determined from this method for our targets to
be accurate to better than a few per cent. Indeed, for this method
we find values are, on average, 3.5 per cent larger than the Fbol,sp
measurements, although with only five stars this difference is not
statistically significant.
3 R ESULTS
Figs 2–6 present the calibrated squared-visibility measurements as
a function of spatial frequency (that is, the ratio of the projected
baseline to the wavelength of the observation) of 6 Lyn, 24 Sex,
κ CrB, HR 6817, and HR 8461, respectively. The calibrated fringe
visibilities were fitted with a linearly limb-darkened disc model,
given by (Hanbury Brown et al. 1974)
V =
(
1 − u
2
+ u
3
)−1 [
(1 − u)J1(x)
x
+ u(π/2)1/2 J3/2(x)
x3/2
]
, (2)
where x ≡ πBθLDλ−1, V is the visibility, u is the wavelength-
dependent linear limb-darkening coefficient, Jn(x) is the nth order
Bessel function of the first kind, B is the projected baseline, and λ
is the wavelength at which the observations were made.
The linear limb-darkening coefficients were determined from the
grids derived from model atmospheres by Claret & Bloemen (2011)
and Magic et al. (2015). The grids were interpolated to spectroscopic
values of Teff, log(g), and [Fe/H] found in the literature, and given
in Table 1. Claret & Bloemen (2011) used two different methods to
determine the limb-darkening coefficients from 1D ATLAS models.
The first was a simple least-squares fit to the computed intensity
distribution. Subsequent integration of this parametrized version of
the intensity distribution will lead to the flux not being accurately
recovered, so they also presented a limb-darkening coefficient from
a flux-conserving method. For each star we consider here, the value
from the flux conservation and least-squares methods were below
and above the values determined from the model grid of Magic et al.
(2015), respectively. We therefore adopted the value from the grid
of Magic et al. (2015), which was derived from 3D hydrodynamical
models created with the STAGGER code, and took the difference be-
tween the two values determined from the grids of Claret & Bloemen
(2011) to be indicative of the systematic uncertainty. These adopted
values are given in Table 4.
Following the procedure outlined by Derekas et al. (2011), the
model-fitting and parameter uncertainty estimation was performed
using Monte Carlo simulations that took into account uncertain-
ties in the visibility measurements, adopted wavelength calibration
(0.5 per cent), calibrator sizes (5 per cent), and limb-darkening coef-
ficients. Combining the measured limb-darkened angular diameter
with the Hipparcos parallax (van Leeuwen 2007) gives the lin-
ear radii, while combining the angular diameter with the measured
bolometric flux, Fbol,sp, gives the effective temperature. All mea-
sured fundamental properties are given in Table 4.
4 D ISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison with previous interferometric measurements
Three of our targets – 6 Lyn, HR 6817, and HR 8461 – have
been previously observed with the CHARA Classic beam com-
biner. This adds to a sample of stars that has now been observed
with both Classic and PAVO, a full list of which is given in Ta-
ble 5. Additionally, κ CrB has been previously observed with NPOI
(θLD = 1.543 ± 0.009 mas; Baines et al. 2013), while HR 6817 has
also been observed with the VEGA beam combiner at the CHARA
Array (θLD = 1.056 ± 0.014 mas; Ligi et al. 2016). Given that
discrepancies between some photometric and interferometric tem-
peratures have been previously reported (Casagrande et al. 2014),
it is worth considering whether there is agreement between angular
diameter measurements made with different interferometric instru-
ments. We compare these interferometric measurements in Fig. 7.
We consistently find Classic diameters that are systematically larger
than those determined by PAVO. In some cases, the Classic diam-
eters are 15 per cent larger than PAVO values, and disagreeing by
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Table 4. Measured angular diameters, bolometric fluxes, and fundamental properties.
Star u θUD θLD R Fbol,MARCS Fbol,sp Teff L
(mas) (mas) (R) (pW m−2) (pW m−2) (K) (L)
6 Lyn 0.63 ± 0.04 0.801 ± 0.007 0.853 ± 0.013 5.12 ± 0.16 146.7 ± 1.1 145.4 ± 5.1 4949 ± 58 14.2 ± 0.9
24 Sex 0.63 ± 0.04 0.617 ± 0.005 0.659 ± 0.009 5.49 ± 0.18 80.7 ± 1.2 84.0 ± 3.8 4908 ± 65 15.8 ± 1.2
κ CrB 0.64 ± 0.04 1.361 ± 0.009 1.456 ± 0.020 4.77 ± 0.07 397 ± 5 398 ± 11 4870 ± 47 11.6 ± 0.3
HR 6817 0.63 ± 0.04 0.772 ± 0.006 0.823 ± 0.011 4.45 ± 0.08 126.9 ± 1.7 142.6 ± 5.5 5013 ± 59 10.0 ± 0.3
HR 8461 0.63 ± 0.04 0.778 ± 0.007 0.831 ± 0.011 4.91 ± 0.12 133.1 ± 1.6 138.2 ± 6.5 4950 ± 68 13.1 ± 0.8
Figure 2. Squared visibility versus spatial frequency for 6 Lyn. The blue
line shows the fitted limb-darkened model to the PAVO observations (blue
circles), with the light grey-shaded region indicating the 1σ uncertainties.
Note that the error bars have been scaled so that the reduced χ2 equals unity.
Figure 3. Squared visibility versus spatial frequency for 24 Sex. The blue
circles and line indicate the PAVO observations and best-fitting model,
respectively, as for Fig. 2.
up to 6σ . Notably, the largest differences are found for the Classic
measurements made in K
′
band.
Differences are also found with diameters measured with other
beam combiners. The VEGA measurement of HR 6817 gives a
diameter that is 28 per cent larger than found with PAVO, differing
by 13σ . Ligi et al. (2016) had noted that their VEGA measurement
was discrepant with the earlier value determined with Classic by
Baines et al. (2010), which is itself 12 per cent (4.6σ ) larger than
the PAVO result.
Figure 4. Squared visibility versus spatial frequency for κ CrB. The blue
circles and line indicate the PAVO observations and best-fitting model,
respectively, as for Fig. 2.
Figure 5. Squared visibility versus spatial frequency for HR 6817. The
blue circles and line indicate the PAVO observations and best-fitting model,
respectively, as for Fig. 2.
Two other stars have PAVO, VEGA, and Classic measurements
reported in the literature: θ Cyg and HD 103095. Additionally,
HD 140283 has been observed by VEGA and PAVO only. For θ Cyg,
the VEGA measurement (0.749 ± 0.008 mas; Ligi et al. 2016)
agrees well with the PAVO measurement (0.754 ± 0.009 mas; White
et al. 2013), as well as with H-band measurements made with the
MIRC beam combiner at the CHARA Array (0.739 ± 0.015 mas;
White et al. 2013). Again, the K
′
-band measurement with Clas-
sic (0.861 ± 0.015 mas; Boyajian et al. 2012) is larger. For
HD 103095, there is only a 1.4σ difference between the VEGA
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Figure 6. Squared visibility versus spatial frequency for HR 8461. The
blue circles and line indicate the PAVO observations and best-fitting model,
respectively, as for Fig. 2.
Table 5. CHARA Classic versus PAVO angular diameters.
Star Classic θLD Band Ref. PAVO θLD Ref.
(mas) (mas)
16 Cyg B 0.426 ± 0.056 K′ 1 0.490 ± 0.006 9
0.513 ± 0.012 H 2
16 Cyg A 0.554 ± 0.011 H 2 0.539 ± 0.006 9
HD 103095 0.696 ± 0.005 K′ 3 0.595 ± 0.007 10
0.679 ± 0.015a K′ 4
18 Sco 0.780 ± 0.017 K′ 3 0.676 ± 0.006 11
θ Cyg 0.861 ± 0.015 K′ 3 0.754 ± 0.009 9
HR 6817 0.922 ± 0.018 K′ 5 0.823 ± 0.011 12
HR 8461 0.875 ± 0.018 K′ 6 0.831 ± 0.011 12
0.886 ± 0.006 H, J 7
6 Lyn 0.970 ± 0.035 K′ 6 0.853 ± 0.013 12
HD 122563 0.940 ± 0.011a K′ 4 0.926 ± 0.011 10
HD 185351 1.120 ± 0.018 H 8 1.133 ± 0.013 8
References: (1) Baines et al. (2008); (2) Boyajian et al. (2013); (3) Boyajian
et al. (2012); (4) Creevey et al. (2012); (5) Baines et al. (2010); (6) Baines
et al. (2009); (7) von Braun et al. (2014); (8) Johnson et al. (2014); (9) White
et al. (2013); (10) Karovicova et al. (2018); (11) Bazot et al. (2011); (12)
this work.
aValue also includes observations made with the FLUOR instrument at the
CHARA Array.
(0.611 ± 0.009 mas) and PAVO (0.595 ± 0.007 mas) values (Karovi-
cova et al. 2018), both of which are substantially smaller than
the value obtained from the FLUOR and Classic beam combin-
ers (0.679 ± 0.015 mas; Creevey et al. 2012). The PAVO diameter
of HD 140283 (0.324 ± 0.005 mas; Karovicova et al. 2018) is 2σ
smaller than the VEGA measurement (0.353 ± 0.013 mas; Creevey
et al. 2015).
The only star measured by both PAVO and NPOI to date is κ CrB.
Once again, we find disagreement with the NPOI diameter being
5.8 per cent larger than what we have obtained with PAVO, a 3.7σ
difference.
The source of these disagreements is not readily apparent. Ac-
curate calibration of interferometric data is difficult, and there are
several potential sources of systematic errors. Casagrande et al.
(2014), for example, observed the disagreement in effective tem-
perature increased with smaller angular diameters. Additionally,
Figure 7. Comparison of CHARA Classic K
′
- and H-band (orange and
yellow squares, respectively), VEGA (green triangles), MIRC (blue circle),
and NPOI (pink diamond) measurements with PAVO measurements of the
same stars.
we find the disagreement with the diameters measured by Classic
to be most apparent in K
′
band, that is, in the longest wavelength
band used. Both of these observations suggest that problems may
be arising when targets are underresolved.
It is instructive to consider how uncertainties propagate into the
calibrated fringe visibility. The corrected visibility of the target
object is given by
Vobj,cor = Vobj,obs
Vsys
, (3)
with the system visibility,
Vsys = Vcal,obs
Vcal,pred
, (4)
where Vobj,obs and Vcal,obs are the observed visibility measurements
of the object and calibrator stars respectively, and Vcal,pred is the
predicted visibility of the calibrator star in an ideal system.
The first requirement for an accurate calibration is an accurate
estimate of Vcal,pred. Systematic errors in the predicted diameters
of calibrator stars will result in biased calibrated visibilities. Such
biases can be minimized by the careful choice of calibrator stars.
The ideal calibrator is a nearby point source, of similar brightness
and colour as the target. The ideal calibrator does not exist, so
compromises are necessary. Provided a calibrator is small enough
to be barely resolved, errors in the predicted visibility should be
negligible.
A check of the calibrator stars used in the literature raises only a
few problematic cases. The four calibrator stars used for the FLUOR
observations of HD 103095 and HD 122563 would all have been
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partially resolved on the baselines used, being 0.84–0.98 mas in
size (Creevey et al. 2012). In the particular case of HD 103095, the
calibrator stars are much more resolved than the target. Addition-
ally, the calibrator stars for the VEGA observations of HD 140283
(Creevey et al. 2015) are only slightly smaller than the target. It
must be noted that HD 140283 is a particularly difficult target to
observe due to its relatively small angular size, and nearby stars that
are bright and yet small enough to serve as calibrators are therefore
rare.
In another case we have found large discrepancies in the as-
sumed size of a calibrator star used multiple times throughout the
literature. HD 177003, a B2.5 IV star, was used as the calibrator
star for the VEGA observations of HR 6817 where a diameter of
0.130 ± 0.009 mas was adopted (Ligi et al. 2016). A significantly
larger diameter of 0.198 ± 0.010 mas was adopted for calibra-
tions of θ Cyg and 16 Cyg A and B by White et al. (2013) and for
HD 185351 by Johnson et al. (2014), while Jones et al. (2015) used
0.156 ± 0.016 mas when calibrating observations of 16 Lyr. How-
ever, even if the true diameter of HD 177003 is substantially larger
than the value adopted by Ligi et al. (2016), this cannot explain
the overly large diameter found with VEGA for HR 6817 because
adopting a larger diameter for the calibrator would result in an
even larger diameter for the target. Additionally, Ligi et al. (2012,
2016) used HD 177003 as a calibrator for the VEGA observations
of θ Cyg, and that measurement agrees with the value obtained with
PAVO, despite the differences in the adopted calibrator sizes. This
underlines how robust the calibration is to large uncertainties in
calibrator stars sizes provided they are unresolved.
A second requirement for accurate calibration is that Vcal,obs re-
mains a reliable indication of the system visibility throughout ob-
servations of the target. The system visibility varies both spatially
and temporally, sometimes rapidly. Although efforts are made to
observe calibrators as close in position and time to the targets as
possible, this may not be sufficient when the atmosphere is less
stable. Such changes in the system visibility can be overcome if
a sufficiently large number of independent observations are made,
which is why we have sought multiple observations over multiple
nights, on several baselines, and with different calibrators. By con-
trast, the observations of 6 Lyn and HR 8461 by Baines et al. (2009),
and HR 6817 by Baines et al. (2010) were taken on a single night on
a single baseline with a single calibrator, potentially making these
observations more vulnerable to variations in the system visibility.
Finally, these systematic effects can be minimized when the tar-
get star is well-resolved because the absolute size of the system
visibility correction is smaller. The heteroskedasticity of the data
seen in Figs 2–6, with observations at lower visibilities having
less variance, is the result of this. The discrepant Classic K
′
-band
diameters have arisen from observations where the lowest squared-
visibility measurement is0.4. In this category are the observations
of HD 103095 (Creevey et al. 2012), 18 Sco and θ Cyg (Boyajian
et al. 2012), 6 Lyn and HR 8461 (Baines et al. 2009), and HR 6817
(Baines et al. 2008). The NPOI measurements of κ CrB were also
made at V2  0.4 (Baines et al. 2013). The VEGA measurements
of HR 6817 are similarly dominated by observations with V2  0.4,
with highly uncertain measurements around V2 ≈ 0 contributing
little to the fit.
A potential explanation for the disagreements, then, is that natural
variations in the system visibility are being aggravated when targets
have relatively high visibilities, with an insufficient number of ob-
servations to gain a representative sample of the true measurement
uncertainty. If this is the case, additional observations, particularly at
higher spatial frequencies, should lead to results converging for the
Figure 8. Difference between effective temperatures determined from a
calibration of the IRFM and interferometry with PAVO. Retired A stars
from this sample and HD 185351 from Johnson et al. (2014) are indicated
by blue circles. Main-sequence stars from Bazot et al. (2011), Huber et al.
(2012), and White et al. (2013) are indicated by green squares, red giants
from Huber et al. (2012) are indicated by pink diamonds, and metal-poor
stars from Karovicova et al. (2018) are orange triangles.
different interferometric instruments. This explanation, however,
does not adequately explain why the apparent systematic errors
only tend to lead to diameters that are too large. Some studies are
now combining data from multiple instruments, with good agree-
ment found in several cases (e.g. Johnson et al. 2014; Karovicova
et al. 2018). Additional investigations are, however, warranted to
further get to the root of disagreements when they occur.
4.2 On the temperature and mass scale of ‘retired A stars’
Interferometric angular diameters and bolometric flux measure-
ments form the basis of the empirical effective temperature scale
(e.g. Code et al. 1976; Boyajian et al. 2013). Those relatively few
stars for which these measurements exist have become benchmarks
for calibrating large spectroscopic surveys (e.g. Jofré et al. 2014;
Heiter et al. 2015). The inconsistencies between interferometric re-
sults, discussed above, are therefore a cause for concern. For the
suspected retired A stars in our study, the smaller PAVO diameters
imply effective temperatures that are ∼200 K hotter.
Less direct methods for determining effective temperatures that
are independent of angular size may be useful in distinguishing
between discrepant interferometric measurements. It was by com-
paring differences between interferometric and photometric tem-
peratures as a function of angular diameter that Casagrande et al.
(2014) identified apparent systematic biases in some interferometric
radii.
In Fig. 8 we compare our temperatures determined from PAVO in-
terferometric measurements and those we determined using colour
calibrations of Tycho-2 photometry based on a sample for which
the IRFM has been applied (Casagrande et al. 2006, 2014). With
the possible exception of the two stars with θ < 0.3 mas, there is no
evidence of a trend in the temperature difference as a function of
angular diameter. It is possible that the two smallest stars may also
be showing the effects of being underresolved. Additionally, with
only two red giant stars measured by Huber et al. (2012) having tem-
peratures that disagree by more than 1σ , the negligible temperature
differences show this calibration of the IRFM temperature scale is
consistent with these interferometric measurements. The apparent
underestimation of the uncertainties can be attributed to common
systematics present in the absolute flux calibration of photometric
data.
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Figure 9. Radius–Teff diagram for the suspected retired A stars in our sam-
ple, with each star identified by the symbol in the legend. Blue symbols
indicate the values determined with PAVO in this work. Previous interfero-
metric measurements are indicated with grey uncertainties, with the colour
of the symbol indicating the beam combiner: CHARA Classic K band in
orange and H band in yellow, VEGA in green, and NPOI in pink. For refer-
ence, solar-metallicity BaSTI evolutionary model tracks are shown in grey,
from 0.8–2.0 M as indicated.
The lack of a trend gives us confidence in the general accuracy
of PAVO interferometric measurements of stars θ > 0.3 mas. We
therefore conclude that the higher interferometric temperatures for
the suspected retired A stars in our sample are accurate. With these
stars located at the bottom of the red giant branch diagram, an
increase in temperature corresponds to an increase in mass, as can
be seen in Fig. 9.
Although the PAVO interferometric temperatures for these stars
are significantly higher than previous interferometric determina-
tions, they generally agree with the spectroscopic measurements
given in Table 1. Only the temperature of 24 Sex disagrees with
the value found by Mortier et al. (2013) by 1.8σ , with the inter-
ferometric temperature being cooler by 161 ± 90 K. We might
therefore expect that the masses obtained using the interferometric
measurements and constraints will generally agree with results in
the literature.
A direct determination of the mass can be derived through the
application of the asteroseismic scaling relation for the frequency
of maximum power, νmax, (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding
1995)
M
M
≈
(
R
R
)2 (
Teff
Teff,
)1/2 (
νmax
νmax,
)
. (5)
Stello et al. (2017) measured νmax for three of our stars; to deter-
mine mass they combined this measurement with the spectroscopic
temperature and a determination of luminosity. The luminosity was
derived from the Hipparcos parallax, Tycho VT magnitude, and spec-
troscopic temperature using ISOCLASSIFY (Huber et al. 2017). We are
able to determine the mass more directly from νmax and the inter-
ferometric radius and temperature. These ‘direct method’ masses
are given in the first two columns of Table 6. The relatively large
uncertainty in these values is largely a consequence of the conserva-
tive 15 per cent assumed uncertainty in νmax adopted by Stello et al.
(2017), and they consequently agree within these uncertainties.
A drawback from the direct values is that they do not take into
account the slower evolution of lower mass stars, which are therefore
more likely to be observed (see e.g. Lloyd 2011). A less-biased
constraint on mass can therefore be provided with reference to
stellar evolutionary models.
We have determined the masses of the stars with reference to a
grid of evolutionary models using the Bayesian Stellar Algorithm
(BASTA; Silva Aguirre et al. 2015, 2017). The grid, used recently by
Silva Aguirre et al. (2018), was constructed from BaSTI isochrones
(Pietrinferni et al. 2004) including convective core overshooting
during the main sequence and no mass-loss. Different sets of ob-
servational constraints may be used to determine the best-fitting
models.
For a direct comparison with published values derived from spec-
troscopy by Mortier et al. (2013) and Brewer et al. (2016), we have
applied our grid with the same constraints, namely V magnitude,
Hipparcos parallax  , and the spectroscopic Teff and [Fe/H]. The
published mass values and our determinations from BASTA are given
in columns 3–5 of Table 6. The BASTA masses tend to be smaller than
those determined by Mortier et al. (2013), with a difference larger
than 1σ for three of four stars. Better agreement is found with the
masses of Brewer et al. (2016). The differences in these values may
be attributed to the different models used, with Mortier et al. (2013)
using an earlier version of the PARAM tool (da Silva et al. 2006) using
PARSEC models (Bressan et al. 2012), and Brewer et al. (2016) using
Yale-Yonsei isochrones (Demarque et al. 2004).
We have also used BASTA to determine masses using a combination
of spectroscopic (Teff, [Fe/H]) and asteroseismic (νmax) constraints,
interferometric (R, Teff) and spectroscopic ([Fe/H]) constraints, and
interferometric (R, Teff) and asteroseismic constraints (νmax). These
values are given in columns 6–8 of Table 6, respectively. These
masses are in agreement with each other. They also agree with the
BASTA masses found from V,  , and spectroscopic Teff and [Fe/H],
with the exception of 24 Sex, for which the lower interferometric
temperature contributes to a lower mass determination. As expected,
these masses are lower than those determined directly from the
scaling relation because of the slower evolution of lower mass stars.
The slightly lower BASTA masses tend to support the conclusion
of Stello et al. (2017) that previous mass determinations that largely
relied on spectroscopic parameters are, on average, overestimated.
North et al. (2017) did not find any strong evidence for a systematic
bias in their sample of ‘retired’ A (and F) stars, but noted the scatter
in published masses, larger than quoted uncertainties, complicates
comparisons. They suggested that differences in masses may be
attributed to different constraints being applied. However, that BASTA
also supports lower masses when the same spectroscopic parameters
are used as constraints, and the generally good agreement between
spectroscopic and our interferometric temperatures suggests that
important differences may also be attributed to the choice of stellar
models and their included physics.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have measured the angular diameters and bolometric fluxes
of five planet-hosting low-luminosity red giant stars, and hence
determined their radii and effective temperatures.
Significant differences of up to ∼30 per cent are found with in-
terferometric measurements of these and other stars made with
different instruments. The stars in our sample are better resolved by
our new measurements, and our effective temperatures agree well
with photometric and spectroscopic determinations. We suggest that
the comparatively lower angular resolution of the earlier measure-
ments has left them vulnerable to calibration errors, particularly
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Table 6. Derived masses of the target stars from different sets of constraints.
Star Mass (M)
Direct method Grid modelling
(V,  , T speceff , [Fe/H]) (T
spec
eff , [Fe/H], νmax) (Rint, T
int
eff , [Fe/H]) (Rint, T
int
eff , νmax)
6 Lyn 1.37 ± 0.22a 1.44 ± 0.23 – 1.44 ± 0.14c 1.41+0.06−0.07 1.32+0.17−0.15 1.35+0.12−0.13 1.33 ± 0.18
24 Sex – – 1.81 ± 0.08b – 1.64+0.15−0.13 – 1.30+0.15−0.13 –
κ CrB 1.40 ± 0.21a 1.44 ± 0.22 1.58 ± 0.08b 1.50+0.11−0.12c 1.32 ± 0.10 1.26 ± 0.14 1.29 ± 0.11 1.37+0.14−0.18
HR 6817 – – 1.63 ± 0.06b – 1.45+0.10−0.12 – 1.42+0.11−0.15 –
HR 8461 1.47 ± 0.23a 1.61 ± 0.25 1.71 ± 0.06b 1.61+0.08−0.09c 1.53+0.08−0.09 1.33+0.17−0.16 1.37+0.15−0.13 1.43+0.20−0.18
aLiterature values from Stello et al. (2017).
bLiterature values from Mortier et al. (2013).
cLiterature values from Brewer et al. (2016).
when there are few independent measurements. Further studies are
warranted to better understand these systematic effects.
We determined the masses of these stars using BASTA for com-
binations of spectroscopic, interferometric, and asteroseismic con-
straints. Masses from the different constraints were consistent with
each other, but tended to be ∼15 per cent lower than values found
in the literature, even when the same observational constraints are
used. This suggests that variations in stellar models and how they
are combined with observational constraints to determine stellar
properties have a significant impact on the derived masses of these
stars.
Additional asteroseismic observations of these stars will provide
further insight to the masses of these stars. In particular, the upcom-
ing NASA TESS Mission (Ricker et al. 2015) will provide the op-
portunity to significantly expand the number of low-luminosity red
giants with detected solar-like oscillations that are bright enough to
be followed-up with long-baseline optical interferometry. Measure-
ments of the characteristic frequency spacing between oscillation
modes of consecutive radial order (ν) allow the stellar density
to be determined with great precision. This will allow for detailed
studies that test stellar models through a combination of interfer-
ometry, asteroseismology, and spectroscopy, to be expanded to a
wider sample of stars beyond HD 185351 (Johnson et al. 2014;
Hjørringgaard et al. 2017).
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A P P E N D I X A : A D D I T I O NA L FI G U R E S
Figs A1–A4 show the flux-calibrated spectra of 24 Sex, κ CrB,
HR 6817, and HR 8461, respectively.
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Figure A1. Absolutely calibrated spectrum of 24 Sex, from which we com-
pute Fbol. Lines and symbols as for Fig. 1.
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Figure A2. Absolutely calibrated spectrum of κ CrB, from which we com-
pute Fbol. Lines and symbols as for Fig. 1, with the exception that the
optical spectrum was obtained from Hubble’s Next Generation Spectral
Library (NGSL; Heap & Lindler 2007), instead of SNIFS.
Figure A3. Absolutely calibrated spectrum of HR 6817, from which we
compute Fbol. Lines and symbols as for Fig. 1.
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Figure A4. Absolutely calibrated spectrum of HR 8461, from which we
compute Fbol. Lines and symbols as for Fig. 1.
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